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TAUBERIANL-CONVERGENCE CLASSES OF FOURIER SERIES. I
BY

WILLIAM O. BRAY AND CASLAV V. STANOJEVIC
Abstract.
It is shown that the Stanojevic [2] necessary and sufficient conditions for
Z.'-convergence of Fourier series of/G LX(T) can be reduced to the classical form.
A number of corollaries of a recent Tauberian theorem are obtained for the
subclasses of the class of Fourier coefficients satisfying n" | A/(n) |= o(\) (n — oo)
for some 0 < a < {. For Fourier series with coefficients asymptotically even with
respect to a sequence {/„}, /„ = o(n) (n -> oo), and satisfying
(« + [«//„]

2

\ ]/f

K-'|A/(A)r

=0(1)

(n->oo),

\/P+\/q=\,

necessary and sufficient conditions for L1-convergence are obtained. In particular
for /„ = [llo„(/) —/Il ], an important corollary is obtained which connects
smoothness of/with smoothness of {/(«)}■

1. Comments on a recent Tauberian theorem. It is well known that the Banach
space L](T) of all complex valued Lebesgue integrable functions on T = R/2wZ
does not admit convergence in norm. That is to say there exists/ E L](T) such that
the partial sums of the Fourier series of/,

S„(f) = S„(f,t)=

2 f(k)eik',

« = 0,1,2,...,

\k\<n

do not converge in L](T)-norm (denoted II• ||) as n -> oo. To study this situation
many authors have defined, through the use of certain regularity and/or speed
conditions on the sequence {/(«)}, subclasses (called V -convergence classes) of
Fourier coefficients for which

(Y)

\\Sn(f)-f\\=o(l)

(«-co)
if and only if f(n)lg\n\=

o(l)

(|«|-»oo),

(see [1] for a survey). All classical results in this vein were formulated separately for
cosine series, a0/2 + 2"=1a„cos/?.x, and sine series, 2^=,fcnsin nx. These correspond
formally in the complex form to even coefficients (f(n) =/(-«))
and odd coefficients (f(n) = -/(-«)), respectively.
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The approach to the problem here leads to the introduction of asymptotically even
coefficients, i.e., a function/ G L[(T) is said to belong to the class && if the Fourier
coefficients of/satisfy

\ 2 |/(*)-/(-*)

|lg¿ = o(l)

(«-oo),

k=\
_

[An]

lim lim 2 I*(/(*)-/(-*))
Xn1

n

Ilg* = 0.

k=n

Inasmuch as the difference f(n) —/(-«) is a constant multiple of the «th sine
Fourier coefficients of /, our approach can be seen to mimic the difference between
analytical methods applied to cosine and sine series classically. See §3 for further
comments regarding this.
A reformulation of a recent Tauberian theorem of Stanojevic [2] generalizing
many classical results is the following

Theorem 1.1. Let

S(f)~

2 f(n)e"<
|n|<oo

be the Fourier series off E â&. If for some 1 < p < 2
_

(HK)

[An]

lim lim ^ k"''\äf(k)\"
X^'

n-oo

= 0,

k= n

then (Y) holds.
The original version of this result gave the necessary and sufficient condition in

the form

(ST)

II/(«)£„ +A-n)E. „11= o(l)

(«-oo),

where En = En(t) = Tk=0 eikt. That (ST) is equivalent with /(«)lg | n \ = o(l) (\ n \ -*
oo) follows from the general lemma below needed in §2.

Lemma 1.1. Let {C„} {n^„ C C and let {/„}? C R+ such that l„ = o(n) (n -> oo).
Let Tn = (lntr/n,2tT

— l„tr/n).

/„ =/

| CnEn(t)

Then
+ C_nE_n(t)

| dt = o(l)

(n - oo)

T„

if and only if Cnlg(| n |//|(l|) = o(l) (| n | -» oo).

Proof. Note that

4, = f

= /"

ICn£n(0+ C.nE.H{t)I A + rW"| C„E„(t)+ C_nE_„(t)
|4

{| C„£„(0+ C „£ „(i) | +| C„¿U0 + C „£„(/)|} A

>|Ç, + C_„|f

\En(t) + E_n(t)\dt

= \Cn + C_„\f

\D„(t)\dt + o(l)

(«-oo),
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(il

where Dn(t) = sin(n + {)t/sin \ is the Dirichlet kernel. Elementary calculation will

show that

f

\Dn(t)\dt^Mlgj

where M is an absolute constant.

+ 0(1)

(«-oo)

Hence, Jn > M \ Cn + C_n | lg(«//„)

+ o(l) (« -»

oo), from which it follows that | Cn + C_n\ lg(n/L.) = o(l). Now,

J„=f\(C„
T„

+ C.m)En{t)+ C n(E.n(t) - En(t)) I ¿/

Cn+ Cl/ !£„(/)I* - ICH\f\Eñ{t)- E_n(t)I<ft
Calculations similar to these above will show that both the integrals on the
right-hand side of the above inequality are on the order of a constant times lg( «//,„,)
from which the result follows.
Observing that (ST) is equivalent with

/ \f(n)E„(t)

+f(-n)E_n(t)

\ dt = o(l)

(« - oo),

T'„

where T'n= (5, 2m — *), choosing /„ = 1 for all « in the above lemma gives that (ST)
is equivalent with/(n)lg | « |= o(l) (| « |-> oo).
Theorem 1.1 has the following corollary which indicates that (HK) is a way of
controlling subsequent behavior of the sequence {/(«)}.

Corollary
(Y) holds.

1.1. Let S(f) be as in Theorem 1.1. If nAf(n) = O(l) (n — oo) then

In lieu of the fact that almost all known L1-convergence classes are proper
subclasses of all Fourier coefficients satisfying

(BOX)

«a|A/(«)|=o(l)

(«-oo)

forsomeO<a<^,

the purpose of this paper is to provide certain classes of Fourier coefficients for
which (BOX) is an Ü -convergence class. The question of whether (BOX) in general
is an Ü -convergence class remains open. The following examples obtained by
decomposing (HK) give special cases in which (BOX) is an Ü-convergence class.

Corollary

1.2. Let

S(f)~

1 f(n)e-'
|n|<oo

be the Fourier series off E && and let for some 1 < p *£ 2 and some X> I (^ + j¡ = 1),
/ [Xn]

(1.1)

2 *'-,|A/(*)n

\ '/>

=0(«,/<?|A/(«)|)

(n-oo).

// {/(«)} satisfies (BOX) with a = $, then (Y) holds.
From (1.1) and (BOX) with a = ^ it follows that {/(«)} satisfies (HK).
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Clearly Corollary 1.2 is rather naive; however in the light of forthcoming examples
it and the following more sophisticated results are significant. For X > 1 and

/ G L\T), define /-_(/, X) to be the number of nonzero Af(k) for « < k < [X«].

Corollary

1.3. Let S(f)be as in Corollary 1.2. If for some 1 < p < 2,

(1.2)

lim lîm n\/p(f, X) max A:1/«!A/(Jfc)|= 0,

AM,,-.«,

n«*<[X«]

í/je« (Y) holds.
The proof is immediate from the inequality:
[Xn]

\ ]/p

2 A:"-'|A/(/c)H
„= „

<M!/'(/,X)

max *'/*| A/(*) | .

/

«<*«[Xn]

Observe that Corollary 1.1 is also a corollary to this result. This follows from the
inequalities

j_'/'(/,X) max /c'/"lA/(^)|<fM"(/,XM V'
H«„sqXn]
[An]

\

«

/

1 \>/p

((X-O+^V'V'

max *|A/(Jfc)|

n<A:<[Xn]
n«A:«[Xn]

\'/IJ

max
k\Af(k)
[An
ma

An interesting example [3] is found by considering the cosine series a0/2 +
'2™=xancosnx where the sequence {_•„} is defined as follows. For 1 <p < 2 and

£ <j < 1, let Aa,= l/2s"iîl=

2", n = 0,1,2,...,

and let Aa, = 0 otherwise. Then

Fomin has shown that the above series is a Fourier series. More generally one can
consider Fourier series whose coefficients satisfy Aa, = 0 unless / = nm, m =
0,1,2,...,
where {«_,} is lacunary or satisfies the condition 2™=kn~J = 0(n~k)
(k — oo) (see [4] for properties of sequences satisfying this latter condition).
As a third approach to (BOX) consider the following.

Corollary

(1.3)

1.4. Let S(f) be as in Corollary 1.2 and let for some 1 < p < 2,

ÍSÍsV-'IA/WrH
n — oo \ /t = n

=0(1) (\\1).
/

'/ {/(")} íato/íes (BOX) w/i/i a = ¿, í/ie« (Y) holds.
The proof of this is done through inequalities:

(1.4)
MX«]

\I/P

2^->|A/(Â:)H
1/7'

max kl/"\Af(k)\)

Vn<A<[Xn]

*sA/(

max

2 ¿('~l)/21 Af(k) K2

/

,=„

Â:1/?|A/(A:)|)

\n«Ä:«[Xn]

,
'

where M is the constant stemming from (1.3).
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Corollary

1.5. Let S(f)be

as in Corollary 1.2 and let for some 1 < p =s 2

/ [Xn]

lim

63

\ l/>

2^(/,"1)/X|A/(Ä:)r/A

= 0(l)

(X\l).

V {/(«)} ««»/"» (BOX) w¿?«o = |, ¿Ae«(Y) «oWí.
This follows from an inequality very much like (1.4). As a final decomposition, let

X = q — 1 in Corollary 1.5, i.e.
Corollary

1.6. Let S(F) be as in Corollary 1.2 and let

lim

/[(<?-!)«]
\'/>
2 A:°'-1)2|A/(fc)rP(;,~,>
= O(l)

n — oo \

Ifnl/2Af(n)

£= n

(qi2).

/

= o(l) (« - oo) then (Y) Ao/ds.

The main result of §2 (Theorem 2.1) and especially one corollary of it will provide
deeper insight into the following result [2].

Theorem 1.2. Let

S(f)~

2 f(n)e-'
|n|<oo

be the Fourier series off E L](T) with even coefficients such that lla„(/)

— / lllg n =

o(l) (« -» oo). If for some 1 < p < 2
/

n + [n/lgn]

\

2

\VP

|/(*)N

k= n

ig» = o(i)

(»-»)

I

and

n[lgn]~Vp

max

| A/(Jfc) |= o(l) (« -» oo),

n<A:<n + [n/lgn]

îActî IIS,//) -/Il

= o(l) (« -» oo) if and only iff(n)lgn

= o(l) (n -» oo).

Our results of §2 not only generalize Theorem 1.2 but in the light of Corollaries
1.2-1.6 given an intrinsic scope into the nature of L1-convergence classes and their
relation to subclasses of LX(T) defined through conditions on the integral modulus
of continuity.

2. An alternative Tauberian theorem. Let/ G Ll(T) and let {<#>„
j} be a sequence of
natural numbers tending to infinity with «; then the de la Vallé Poussin sums of the
Fourier series of/are given by:

W/)

= W/><) = T-qrr 2 sk(f,t),
V"

« = o,i,2,....

k= n

To these correspond a natural estimate.

Lemma 2.1. \\Vn+4f) -/||

< M\\an(f) - f\\(n/<t>J/2 + o(l) (n - oo), where

M is an absolute constant.
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Proof. From the identity,
n + <t>„

K+*lf,')-f(t) = T-tpr 2 (Dk* (f-on(f))(t) + (on(f,t)-f(t))),
rn

k= n

where "*" denotes convolution and Dn(t) = sin(« + {-)t/sin £ is the Dirichlet kernel,
Young's inequality yields

1

\W„+4f)-f\\<\\on(f)-f\

4>„
+ l lDk\\+o(l)

(»-00).

The proof will be completed by showing
T

1
" *"
ÏTTÎW^Hï)

n + <t>n

/ « \'/2

"C„

k-„

\ "Cn /

+0(1) {n^œ)-

For this, consider,

" + *»

1

T„ =

W("Cn+l)

/'
"'O

1

2 Dk(t) A
k= n
Cir/n

/■"

dt = Ix+
2 ¿>*(0

I2

k= n

A uniform estimate on the Dirichlet kernel is applied to the first integral, i.e.,

■~ (» + ^ + l)(ft, + 1) = 0(1)

(n-'oo).

The second integral is handled as follows

1

nil/

dt

/*

"■(<c„+ 1) [V» (sin(i/2))2

1/2

n + <i

1/2

2 sin{k + \)t

1/2

M

<í>„

for an appropriate constant M. Combining the estimates gives the lemma.
The above proof is like that given in Fomin [5] who obtained the estimate (to
which ours is a corollary),

\\Vn+4f)-f\\^MEn(f)(n/4>n)l/2

+ o(l)

(« - oo),

where En(f) = ini\\Tn—f\\,
the inf taken over the class of all trigonometric
polynomials Tn = Tn(t) of order «. However the estimate involving the Fejér sums is
more useful for later results and the proof is a special case of the Hölder-HausdorffYoung technique used in proving Theorem 1.1 and the results of this section.
For what follows, £ denotes the class of all sequences {/„} of real numbers tending
to infinity with « and ln — o(n)(n — oo). Also, for/ G Ll(T), define,

£(/)

= {{/„} G £| ||a„(/)

-f\\iy2

= o(l) (« - oo)}

and
§(/)

= {{/„} G £| lla„+[n//J(/)

Observe that £(/)
tions.

¥= 0 for all/G

V(T)

- a„(/)||/„

= o(l) (« - oo)).

and consequently we have two proposi-
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Proposition

2.1. //{/„} G £(/),

then \\Vn+[n/KX(f)-f\\

65

= o(\) (n - oo).

Proposition 2.2. £(/) C Q(f).
Proof. This inclusion follows from the identity,
Vn+{n/In]{f,t)-o„(f,t)

tn/L]

+ l{"n+[n/,n](f,t)-on(f,t))-

[«//„]

1 + 1-

Before presenting the main results of this section we need to define another class
of asymptotically even coefficients. A function / G L\T) is said to belong to the
class &&§ if for some {/„} G §(/),
-|_1 n + [n//„]

2

\f(k)-f(-k)\lgk

(AE1)

/„

(AE2)

«+[«//„]
2 |A(/(*)-/(-*))|lg*

= o(l)
= o(l)

(«-oo),
(«-oo).

k=n

Lemma 2.2. Let {c„} C C, let n> n, and let 1 < p < 2. Then
i/p

f

2 ckDk(t) dt<A(m

'n/m-n

- n) 1/9

¿=„

k= n

where A is a constant dependent on p

Proof. Applying successively the inequalities of Holder and Hausdorff-Young
one obtains,
i

-i '/■?

dt\
\K/m-n{sin(t/2))P\
Ap(m-

n) 1/4

\K/m-nktnk
m

{

1\

2 cksm\k + r

\

^'

Vp
(

¿>-«H

2 \ck\"
ik= n

where || • || denotes Lq(T) norm.

Theorem 2.1. Le/

s(/)~ 2 A»)«'"'
|n|<oo

6e iAe Fourier series off G 6BSS. ///or some 1 < /? < 2,
in + [n//„]

\ '/P

2 *'-iiAA*)n =*0)
¿Ae«IIS„(/) -/||

(»-►»%

= o(l) (« - co) if and only if f(n)lg(\ « |//H) = o(l) (|«|-

Proof. A well-known identity for m > « is

(2.1)

Sn(f,t)-on(f,t)

m+ 1
m —n

(om(f,t)-an(f,t))-Q:(f,t),
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where
,

.,

ö;(/.0=

■—.

ftl

2

/C

' '

1 1 *■,

.

..

/(*)*'*'•

\k\ = n+\

Since,
.

.

fir/m

ImÂf)=J
it follows that lnm(f)

—n,

,

|ônm(A0 dt

m —n

2 |A*)|,

\k\ = n+\

= o(l) when n, m, m — n — oo. Consequently,

letting m — n

+ [n/l„], {/„} given by the hypothesis/ G 6ESS, one sees that IIS„(/) - a„(/)|| =
o(l) (« — oo) if and only if
(2.2)

¡ \Qn(f,t)\dt

= o(l)

(«-oo),

where Q„(f, t) is Q™(f, t) after the above substitution, and
■, Lm

[«/U'

MJ

Now, applying summation by parts to (?„"(/, /) using the identity Dn(t) = En(t) +
En(t) — I, and rearranging yields the identity
m—\

_

,

m—\

_

i

ß."(/.0= 2 ^M(k)Dk(t)
- 2 5irÍA(A*)-A-*))^*(0
m —«
fc=«

A= n

k = n+\

k = n+\

~[f(n)En(t)

+f(~n)E_n(t)l

Integrating over Tn, using the estimate IliLJI
gives a fundamental inequality:

= 0(lg&)

(k — oo), and Lemma 2.2

[ \Qn(f,t)\dt-in(f,l„)

.!/<,/«+[«//„]
<A,

xn + [n/l„\

y/P

2 iA*)nI

k= n

fn + [n//„]

2 |A(A*)-A-*))|ig*+

-1«+ t"/'J

Bp and ^4 are constants and,

/„(/,O = f lA«R(0+A-«R„(01a-
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L
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Letting « — oo, the third and fourth terms on the right-hand side are o(l) since
/ G &&§, and the second from the fact that/(«) = o(l) (n — oo). Hence

j \Qn{f,t)\dt-In(f,ln)
1n

ln + [n/l„]

^¿PiñWq\
\

2

y/P

*'-1iAA*)P

+o(i)

k= n

(«-oo).

I

From (KL), it follows that (2.2) holds if and only if /„(/, /„) = o(l) (« — oo) which
by Lemma 1.1 is equivalent with /(«)lg(| « |/i„i) = o(l) (| « |— oo). This concludes
the proof.

Corollary

2.1.1. Let

S(f)~

2 f{n)ein<
|n|<oo

be the Fourier series of f G L\T) such that (AE1) holds for ln = \\an(f) —f \\"', and
let

(2.3)

(«lg«)||a„(/)

-/IIA(/(«)

-/(-«))

= 0(1)

(« - oo).

//
(2.4)

«A/(«)||an(/)-/||

then \\Sn(f)-f\\

(n-oo),

= o(l) if and only iff(n)lg(\n\\\an(f)-f\\)

Proof. Let/„ = [lla„(/) -/II"1];

2

= 0(l)

= o(l), « - oo.

then {/„} G £(/). From the inequalities

max

\A(f(k)-f(-k))\lgk

n<*«:n

|A(A*)-A"*))|lg*

+ [n//„]

and

/-.A

/ "+1"/'"1
2 ^-'|A/(*)|

V/p

i „\
<M f

max

| A/(*) | ,

where M is a constant, the result follows.
Let/ G L'(T) and let <o*(/, 8), 8 > 0, be the integral modulus of continuity of/,
i.e.,

«*(/; fi) = sup ||/(- +A) +/(• -A) - 2/(-)ll|n|«

Then a well-known inequality from approximation theory is (see [6, p. 77]),

lla„(/)-/ll

= 0(co*(/;«-1/2)).

Thus, (2.3) and (2.4) are implied by

(«lg«)<o*(/;

«"'Z2) | A(/(«) - A-«)) |= o(l)

and

«aA«)û)*(/;»-1/2)

= o(1)

(n - oo),
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respectively. From this, conditions (2.3) and (2.4) represent a blending of smoothness conditions on the function/and
its Fourier transform {/(«)}. A situation to
exemplify this would be to let / satisfy a Lipschitz condition (w*(/; 8) = 0(8"),

0 < a < 1).
A way of judging the strength of the corollaries of Theorems 1.1 and 2.1 is to
check whether they imply Corollary 1.1 which in a Tauberian sense is best possible.

Corollary

2.1.2. Let

s(f)~ 2 A»)«'"'
|n|<oo

be the Fourier series off G â&§. If nAf(n) = 0(1) (« - oo) then (Y) holds.
One further corollary to Theorem 2.1 is the following result which is an analogue
of a result of Fomin [5] for real valued functions.

Corollary

2.1.3. Let S(f) ~ 2h<00/(«)é?"" be the Fourier series of fG L\T)

such that for all {/„} G £, (AE1) and (AE2) hold. If for every {/„} G £ condition (KL)
holds, then (Y) holds.
As a final result of this section, the following theorem gives an indication of the
generality of Theorem 2.1.

Theorem 2.2. Let

SU)~

2 Kn)eint
|n|<oo

be the Fourier series of f E Ll(T) such that, for some {/„} G £, conditions (AE1) and

(AE2) hold. If, for some \<p < 2, condition (KL) holds and f(n)lg(\ « |//|n|) = o(l)
(| « |- oo), then \\Sn(f) -/Il = o(l) (« - oo) if and only if {/„} G §(f).
Proof. Identity (2.1) can be rewritten as

(s„(/,o-o„(/,0)
Making the substitution
inequality:

m+ 1
(om(f,t)-on(f,t))
m —«

m = n + [«//„],

the techniques of Theorem 2.1 give the

n + [»//„] + 1

IIS„(/)-o„(/)||

["/U + i

(n

+ [n/l„]

2

Jn + [n//„]

(/)-a„(/)ll
-i /«+["/'„]

\ X/P

fc'-'iAA*)!"

= -Q-(f,t).

+bp
\

k=n
n + [n/l„]

+A

2 |A(A*)-A-*))|ig*+

k= n

Vp

2 iA*)r|
I

k= n

-in + [n//„]

2 |A*)-A-*)|ig*

k= n

+ In(fJn),
from which the result follows.
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3. Further comments. The results of §3 clearly indicate that in order to define
classes of Fourier coefficients such that (Y) holds, both conditions of smoothness on
the function / and its Fourier transform {/(«)} are required. An interesting
direction for further work would be to consider the classical results on the L1-convergence problem in the vein of conditions of smoothness on /.
Another interesting problem would be to prove Corollary 1.1 or even Corollary
2.1.1 without resorting to the Hölder-Hausdorff-Young
technique used above. This
would shed greater insight into the L1-convergence problem and also into the
aforementioned blending of smoothness conditions.
As mentioned in §1, conditions of asymptotically even type are sort of mimicking
the different analytical techniques used classically to attack the L1-convergence
problem separately for cosine and sine series. Since the time of their introduction, it
has occurred to the authors that the above theory can be developed without the
direct notion of asymptotically even as above. This is one purpose of the forthcoming Part II of this paper. Also, an application of the above ideas to certain problems
involving Fourier-Stieltjes series will be developed there.
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